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Dana Waranara  
7-10 December 2015, BRISBANE 

SUMMARY REPORT 
 

 
BACKGROUND 
This report summarises the key outcomes of the BlakDance Summit and the Dana Waranara 
Convergence, dance industry development forums that took place on the 7, 8, 9 and 10 December 
2015 at the Judith Wright Centre of Contemporary Arts. 
 
Dana Waranara gathered Indigenous choreographers and Australian and international festival 
directors, venue programmers and presenters. Presented in partnership between BlakDance, 
Australia’s industry body for contemporary Indigenous dance, and respected national producers 
Performing Lines, Dana Waranara was an Indigenous-led event enabling participants to develop a 
rich understanding of practice and needs to generate creative development and presentation 
opportunities. 
 
Choreographers and presenters from around Australia were joined by special international guests 
including First Nations choreographers Emily Johnson (Alaska) and Michelle Olson (Canada), 
American producer Meredith Boggia, Maori choreographer Jack Gray from New Zealand, and 
Canadian dance industry leader Judy Harquail. 
 
At its core, Dana Waranara addressed questions of how presenters and producers can work 
together to enable Indigenous choreographers to create, present and tour more productions. 
 
The Convergence looked at long-term pathways to creative development, presentation and touring 
to regional and metropolitan presenters and festivals with an interest and commitment in 
developing and presenting contemporary Indigenous dance. 
	  
Dana Waranara was a unique national event in two parts: 
 

-‐ A one-day Plenary Summit; The BlakDance Summit; held to discuss and set the agenda for the 
upcoming 2016 National Indigenous Dance Forum. This was an opportunity for the sector to come 
together, to be heard, and to look to the future 

 
-‐ Following the plenary, the three-day Convergence saw 28 choreographers and 21 national 

presenters and producers, plus five international guests take part in a professional exchange 
around practice, protocol, choreographic expression, collaboration and transformation.  It identified 
critical creative development and presentation challenges and opportunities for Indigenous 
choreographers, and challenged presenters and producers to work more proactively to broaden 
their understanding and programming horizons. 
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THE PEOPLE 
BlakDance Board:  
Monica Stevens, Tristan Schultz, Janis Constable, Alison Murphy Oates, Nareen Young, Peter 
Tuckey. 
 
 
 
 
Co-Producers:  
BlakDance and Performing Lines 
Merindah Donnelly 
Jane Fuller 
Karilyn Brown  
Thom Smyth 
Pippa Bailey 
 
 
Choreographers:  
Eric Avery 
Sermsah Bin Saad 
Jacob Boehme 
Deborah Brown 
Jo Clancy 
Ian RT Colless 
Djuki Mala 
Excelsior Dance Group 
Deon Hastie 
Amrita Hepi 
Mark Howett (Ochre Dance) 
Rayma Johnson 
Pauline Lampton 
Gary Lang 
Michael Leslie 
Marilyn Miller 
Dujon Nuie 
Katina Olsen 
Joshua Pether 
Rita Pryce 
Mariaa Randall 
Frances Rings 
Mark Sheppard 
Monica Stevens 
Katie Leslie 
Waiata Telfer 
Vicki Van Hout 
 
Presenters: 
Angel Place Recital Hall - Anne-Marie Heath 
Arts House - Angharad Wynne-Jones 
Bathurst Performing Arts Centre - Stephen Champion 
Critical Path – Claire Hicks 
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CarriageWorks – Andrea James and Ali Murphy-Oates  
Country Arts SA - Louisa Norman 
Sydney Opera House - Rhoda Roberts 
Judith Wright Centre - Ruth Hodgman 
Brisbane Festival of Contemporary Dance – Glyn Roberts and Kate Usher 
Merrigong Theatre Company - Simon Hinton 
Cardinia Shire/Mackay Entertainment & Convention Centre - Mark Fawcett 
Sydney Festival - Wesley Enoch 
Godinymayin Yijard Rivers Arts and Culture Centre - Suzanne Fermanis 
Gold Coast 2018/CIRCA - Kate Fell 
CircuitWest - Ryan Taaffe 
Tandanya/Spirit Festival - Angela Flynn       
Northern Rivers Performing Arts - Emily Berry and Mitch King 
Brisbane Festival, David, Berthold 
Brisbane Powerhouse, Marnie , Karmelita 
 
 
International guests:  
Emily Johnson, Michelle Olson, Jack Gray, Meredith Boggia, Judy Harquail.  
 
Australia Council for the Arts: 
Lydia Miller, Collette Brennan, Melodie Gibson, Adrian Burnett 
 
Arts Queensland: 
 
BlakDance Elders: 
Carole Johnson, Michael Leslie, Roslyn Watson, Colleen Wall 
 
BlakDance Peers: 
Marilyn Miller, Gary Lang, Deon Hastie, Waiata Telfer, Vicki Van Hout 
Pauline Lampton, Rita Pryce, Jo Clancy , Frances Rings 
 
Forum documentation & support:  
Sandra Fields and Scott Cobine (Fieldworx), Janis Constable (BlakDance), Will Taylor (Film – 
Australia Council), Liz Young and Julia Morehead (production management and AV), Jermaine 
Beasley (project management), Jasmyn Sheppard (marketing), Sean Campbell (catering, 
logistics), Ali Murphy-Oates (event assistance). 
 
A full list of forum delegates and guests and their areas of practice is available here 
http://issuu.com/performinglines/docs/blakdance_handbook_web?e=21917470/31734336 
  
THE PROCESS 
The Co-Producers in consultation with industry elders and leaders developed the Convergence 
objectives and program. The Convergence was held in partnership with BlakDance, Performing 
Lines, Galiimba Communications, Kalinya Marketing, the Judith Wright Centre and Real Time Arts. 
The format was three days of Pecha Kuchas, panel discussions and presentations to set the 
context and direction for a final day of collaboration between presenters, producers and artists. 
The Convergence wasfacilitated by Sandra Fields.   
 
THE SUMMIT AND DANA WARANARA CONVERGENCE 
The BlakDance Summit and Dana Waranara Program is available here  
http://issuu.com/performinglines/docs/blakdance_handbook_web?e=21917470/31734336 
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Monday 7 December 2015 
The BlakDance Summit began with a Welcome to Country from Turrbal elder Maroochy 
Barambah. The Summit then moved through a number of sessions (including parallel break out 
sessions on Canada, USA and New Zealand: 

- Reflecting on Creating Pathways 
- BlakDance organisational structure: Elders, Peers, Members, Board, Staff 
- Blackfulla Performing Arts Alliance 
- National Indigenous Dance Forum working group and community groups 
 

The BlakDance Summit concluded with the First Nations international Indigenous dance panel; 
Jack Gray, Michelle Olson, Emily Johnson, moderated by Marilyn Miller. A full BlakDance Summit 
report is available on the BlakDance website www.blakdance.org.au 
 
A small function, hosted in the foyer of the Judith Wright Centre was held to welcome all delegates 
of the Dana Waranara Convergence to Brisbane.  
 
Tuesday 8 December Protocols, History and Current Context 
The Dana Waranara Convergence began with a smoking ceremony from Danny Doyle, followed 
by a dance performance from students of the Aboriginal Centre of Performing Arts (ACPA), in the 
courtyard of the IMA at the Judith Wright Centre. The Welcome continued upstairs, local Yuggera 
elder Des Sandy Welcomed everyone into the space for the Convergence and proceeded with 
protocol of listing all tribes present. International guests from Aotearoa (New Zealand) and Turtle 
Island (Canada) both responded with song and gifts to our elders and delegates. Pecha Kucha 
session’s book-ended the day’s panels, with two minute presentations from choreographer’s and 
selected presenters.  
 
Panel: BlakDance Pioneers  
This followed a ten-minute presentation on the history of BlakDance in Australia, ‘An Initial 
Manuscript about the history of Black Contemporary Dance, 1972 to 2015’ by Ian Colless. The 
panel was an investigation of modern Indigenous dance history. The panel participants were 
Carole Johnson, Monica Stevens, Michael Leslie and Roslyn Watson, moderated by Lydia Miller. 
Key topics of conversation were the entrenched racism faced by the pioneers of Black Dance in 
the 1970’s, the Tent Embassy, the Civil Rights movement and the still unrealised opportunity for 
Indigenous dance to become known wordwide.  
 
 
Panel: Collaboration, Creation and Control - from the company to independent structures 
This panel discussed the evolution of Indigenous dance artists with the spotlight on Gary Lang and 
Marilyn Miller, moderated by Karilyn Brown.  
Key topics of conversation were the specific needs of practitioners like Gary Lang to realise the full 
potential of work/s they have created, the challenges of independent practice and self-producing, 
and the difficulties in accessing producing, presenting and touring opportunities and industry 
market places. 
 
Performances: 
The day concluded with film and choreographic excerpts in the music rehearsal space.   
 
That evening, selected senior level delegates and international guests attended  a dinner hosted 
DFAT to welcome all internationals and discuss cultural exchange between Australia, Canada, 
New Zealand and the US.  
 
Wednesday 9 December 2015 Indigenous Dance Protocol and Contemporary Performance  
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The day begun with an optional 7.30am breakfast session hosted by Canadian dance industry 
consultant Judy Harquail. The session connected methodologies for programming contemporary 
dance in Canada with the programming needs of Indigenous dance in Australia and beyond. 
 
The first session of the Convergence summarised the conversations and outcomes of the previous 
day. This was followed by more Pecha Kucha presentations.  
 
Panel: The rigour of the Art 
This panel discussed critiquing the art form without becoming captive to a western aesthetic. Key 
topics of conversation were audience development, quality and export readiness, new models of 
presentation and performance spaces. Panellists included: Vicki Van Hout, Emily Johnson and 
Frances Rings. Moderated be Wesley Enoch. 
 
Further discussion on some of the ‘hot topics’ that surfaced from the panel was facilitated by 
Wesley Enoch after lunch.   
 
Panel: Traditional - Contemporary Perceptions and Language  
The discussion investigated language around reframing notions of artform categories and 
marketing approaches to better support Indigenous dance as an embodiment of living and 
evolving culture. Mark Howett, Amrita Hepi, Mariaa Randall and Andrea James moderated by 
Rhoda Roberts. 
 
Performances: 
The day concluded with film and choreographic excerpts in the music rehearsal space.   
 
Optional Round Table discussion: First Nations Touring  Network : That evening, an optional 
round table discussion was held on First Nations touring networks between New Zealand, Hawaii, 
USA, Canada and Australia, convened by Collette Brennan and Karilyn Brown, and attended by 
the majority of delegates. 
 
A reception for the delegates was held at the Brisbane Powerhouse, co-hosted by Performing 
Lines and Brisbane Powerhouse. 
 
 
Thursday 10 December Programming and Audiences  
The day commenced with Meredith Boggia leading an optional 7.30am breakfast discussion, the 
key topic was ‘different models of producing and presenting dance that engaged and activated 
new audiences in collaboration with the artist, producer and presenter’. 
 
Led by Amanda Combes from the Australia Council the official program commenced with a 
spotlight into new research ‘Building Audiences or Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Arts’.  
 
Panel: Innovative Indigenous Led Models for Activating Land, Community and Audiences 
Collette Brennan and Merindah Donnelly discussed with Jacob Boehme, Emily Johnson, Juki Mala 
and Jack Gray innovative Indigenous led models for growing audiences for their work.  
 
Panel: The Drivers for Presenting a Show – A Presenter’s Perspective 
Ruth Hodgman moderated the panel with Simon Hinton, Angela Flynn and Stephen Champion. 
Key topics of discussion included the changing environment for producing, presenting and touring, 
noting that there is an increased interest and commitment on the part of presenters to work with 
artists in the development of new work, to be more informed about and aware of the range of 
works in development or available for presentation, and to more deeply connect with local artists 
and local communities.  Discussion also covered new approaches to presenting Indigenous work 
within and outside of the theatre venue context, the provision of spaces for works in development 
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and rehearsals, and the integration of cultural protocols across the activities of presenting venues.  
A key concern is the continuing reduction in resources and funding for programming, however, 
more efforts are being made to collaborate and secure commissioning/presenting partners outside 
of the traditional government funding avenues. 
 
The afternoon of the final day was dedicated to developing artist/presenter/producer 
collaborations. This was achieved through one on one speed dating and group collaboration 
discussions.  
 
Closing ceremony: to close the Convergence, BlakDance invited the previously identified Elders 
and Peers to officially accept their new position within the organisational framework of BlakDance. 
Closing statements were then made by delegates, particularly the internationals. Murri delegates 
performed Garrininaymi to farewell everyone. 
 
Downstairs a small closing ceremony drinks reception was held in the Judith Wright Foyer. 
 
 
Provocations that ‘tired and predictable western approaches’ to touring and presenting work are 
not working provided an environment for new and innovative ways of reframing the nexus between 
dance and presenters. Liza-Mare Syron, founding member of Moogahlin; Indigenous Research 
Fellow in the Department of Media, Music, Communication and Cultural Sties Macquarie 
University wrote:  
 

All the delegates…. agreed on the need for more research on best practice 
for touring Indigenous work, to investigate an Indigenous-led model for 
touring and to build a body of writing around Indigenous dance and 
performance with a focus on developing a language around protocols for 
touring. 
 

This research and rigorous investigation of new presentation models will ultimately enable self-
determined models for Indigenous performance practice that reflect new methods for 
collaboratively creating and presenting work. Reflecting on the experience Simon Hinton, Artistic 
Director and CEO of Merrigong Theatre wrote:  

Dana Waranara…did highlight the incredible work that Indigenous artists are 
doing around the country, and the need for us to find new ways to support, 
promote, and connect that work with our audiences. It has inspired me to try and 
do this. BlakDance and Performing Lines should be thanked for initiating this 
important and historical convergence. 

 
Dana Waranara, provided space for both Indigenous and non-Indigenous participants to engage in 
innovative and ground breaking thinking about new producing and presenting models that will not 
only build a new relationship between both but a new opportunity for all to create new models. 
Reflecting on her experience of Dana Waranara,  Angharad Wynne-Jones, Artistic Director of the 
City of Melbourne’s contemporary arts space, Artshouse, wrote:  
 

Dana Waranara opened a door into a way of thinking about how I, as a 
presenter/producer could move into a place of real experimental collaboration 
with Indigenous artists in Australia and around the globe, by shifting my 
presenting methodologies and moving towards co-creating a place that doesn’t 
look like anything I already know or have seen, rather than waiting for it to 
appear fully formed out of the blue, out of some misguided (lazy?) sense that it 
was not my place to partner. 
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The working groups for the curation and community engagement of the NDF are listed in the 
BlakDance Summit report 2015. 
 
Dana Waranara was supported by the Australian Government through the Australia Council for the Arts; 
the Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade; the Queensland Government’s Backing Indigenous Arts 
Fund; the New South Wales Government through ArtsNSW; the South Australian Government through Arts 
SA; The Northern Territory Government through Arts NT and Birrang (Birrang is supported by Arts NSW 
and coordinated by Ausdance NSW, Regional Arts NSW and Bangarra Dance Theatre in partnership with 
NAISDA Dance College, Carriageworks and the Australian Film, Television & Radio School).  
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THE OUTCOMES: 
- BlakDance Elders and Peers  

-  
 
Elders: 
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Carole Johnson  

Michael Leslie 

Roslyn Watson 
Colleen Wall 
Peers: 
Marilyn Miller 
Gary Lang 
Deon Hastie 
Waiata Telfer 
Vicki Van Hout 
Pauline Lampton  
Rita Pryce 
Jo Clancy  
Frances Rings 
The outcomes will be long term pathways to creative development, presentation and touring, in 
collaboration with regional and metropolitan presenters with an interest and commitment in developing 
and presenting contemporary Indigenous dance. 
Collaborations between delegates: 
 

• It has already resulted in a residency program at Critical Path in Sydney, with participant 
Eric Avery chosen at the first recipient; a collaboration between Arts House Melbourne and 
Jacob Boehme/Melbourne Indigenous Arts Festival; and a yet to be announced 
collaboration between an Indigenous choreographer, a presenter and Performing Lines. 
 

• Waiata Telfer forged a presentation outcome with South Australian Presenter: Tandanya for 
the 2016 Spirit Festival in Adelaide, for her work; SONG the story of a girl, a bird and a 
teapot. 

 
• A future workshop series, 2017, in NSW regional centre of Lismore with presenter NORPA 

and the QLD based Excelsior Performing Artist ensemble 
 

• The Wheeler Centre has committed to hold a panel on Dana Waranara at the Wheeler 
Centre in June 2016 

 
 

• Consensus on the relevancy and need for BlakDance to remain operational and viable as 
the national peak body for dance 

 
 

• Follow-up with choreographers and presenters at 3 months, 6 months and 12 months to 
ascertain further developments and outcomes  

 
• Consensus that BlakDdance deliver the National Indigenous Dance Forum in 2016/2017 

 
• Future Dana Waranara events 
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MARKETING 
Marketing was the joint responsibility of BlakDance and Performing Lines, with Performing Lines’ 
Marketing Manager Thom Smyth as primary marketing contact for project partners, employed 
contractors and media. 
It was agreed Dana Waranara would have two distinct parts each requiring a separate approach: 

-‐ A one-day Forum allowing broad participation from the Indigenous dance sector to gauge 
needs and look towards the National Indigenous Dance Forum in 2016; and 

-‐ A three-day Convergence, open by application to Indigenous choreographers and dancers, 
and national and international presenters 

BlakDance was the public face of the event and the primary contact for artists and funders. 
Performing Lines was the primary contact for presenters and programmers, and listed as a 
media contact.  

Contractors employed were: 
-‐ Galimbaa: a Brisbane based Indigenous graphic design and marketing agency 
-‐ Kalinya Communications: a Melbourne based Indigenous publicity firm 
-‐ Australia Council for the Arts (documentation) 

BRAND 
A brand identity was created for Dana Waranara based on the existing BlakDance graphic device, 
with a font type that was sympathetic to existing BlakDance and Performing Lines brand assets. 
This brand will now be used in any future iterations of Dana Waranara, and on projects that are 
generated as a result  of the Convergence. 
The following collateral was developed for use: 

-‐ A comprehensive handbook designed to be used both as a guide for participants and as 
lasting documentation of the event; 

-‐ Logo and brand guide 
-‐ Webpages on both the BlakDance and Performing Lines sites 
-‐ An e-news list 
-‐ Social media tiles 
-‐ Branded merchandise – a drink bottle and tote bag 
-‐ Video and photographic documentation 

Documentation of the event was vitally important to ensure the conversation continued long after 
the event, and as such a number of writers were approached to attend, a special feature in 
RealTime was secured and the Australia Council agreed to provide William Taylor’s video and 
photographic services. 
Galimbaa provided graphic design services at a significant discount to their usual fee, and the 
resulting handbook was a complete success. All attendees found it a useful resource for the event, 
and the contact list and provocations included will ensure its future use by all. A very strong 
relationship with Gilmbaa was established that we will continue of future projects. 
PUBLICITY 
BlakDance and Performing Lines were jointly responsible for publicising the callout for 
Expressions of Interest to participate, utilising their extensive networks and social media channels. 
Additionally, Thom Smyth was responsible for media, and listings were secured in ArtsHub, Dance 
Australia, Dance Informa, and RealTime. The callout was included in an extensive list of industry 
e-news, newsletters and social media channels. 
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Leading up to the event, it was decided to outsource the publicity to Indigenous PR firm Kalinya 
Communications, though the budget was not substantial and we negotiated a reduced package. A 
media call was organised at quite short notice, but media failed to attend. 
Following the event, a number of attendees provided their responses to the event to RealTime, 
who published them in full in a special feature. Featuring perspectives from both choreographers 
and presenters, they form a powerful lasting testament to the importance of the Convergence. 
SOCIAL MEDIA 
Facebook, Instagram and Twitter channels owned by both BlakDance and Performing Lines were 
utilised to document the event in the lead-up to and during Convergence. Content was aggregated 
through the hashtags #danawaranara and #blakdance15, and participants were encouraged to 
follow BlakDance and Performing Lines and to share their own content. 
Shorter testimonial videos created by William Taylor will be shared once they are completed. 
SUCCESSES & CHALLENGES 
Immediately following the closing performance by Baykali Ganambarr, all participants received 
evaluation surveys to complete before they left, and they were all signed up to mailing lists. The 
feedback was overwhelmingly positive to all aspects of the event, including the marketing,  
resources and merchandise provided. 
A strong professional relationship was developed with Indigenous contractors Gilimbaa and 
Kalinya, and both BlakDance and Performing Lines will work with those companies in future. 
Gilimbaa created a beautiful and well-received visual identity for the event, which will be used in 
future events and forms a strong base from which to leverage ongoing brand recognition. 
The main challenges were around resources – time and money are always both in short supply on 
a project of this nature. All team members worked collaboratively to pool and maximize our 
resources, and while a larger allocation of marketing and publicity spend would greatly assist the 
penetration and reach of the event, the strong working relationship developed between BlakDance 
and Performing Lines overcame many of the challenges faced by both our small organisations. 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
Both project partners have agreed to continue working on this project, checking in with presenters 
and choreographers to gauge progress on their stated goals and monitor shifts in the performing 
arts landscape as a result of this event. Regular communications will keep attendees and the 
sector informed about any project that comes out of the Convergence to keep the conversation 
going. 
The documentation from the event will be released for public viewing, and will be distributed to 
both Indigenous and non-Indigenous arts organisation and performance training institutions, 
including NAISDA, NIDA and WAAPA.  
A particularly powerful panel talk on the history of Indigenous contemporary dance with some 
legendary practitioners will be packaged and optioned to ABC Arts, NITV and SBS. 
The brand will continue to be represented at major national and international events as a sub-
brand of BlakDance, and an acknowledged partnership with Performing Lines, until such time as 
BlakDance manages the event outright. 
	  


